Promotion and prevention are increasingly recognized as essential strategies in mental health. It has been shown that promotional and preventive programs in this area can be effective. It is expected that spreading these programs may help to decrease the gap between the assistance needs in mental health and the resources available. Besides describing this background, this article analyzes some of the main challenges necessary to achieve the desired development in this area. It is considered that, if this development is carried out based on the logic of the medical model, it may contribute to creating inappropriate answers and, paradoxically, to increasing the need for resources in mental health. We analyze the risks involved in the massive and recurrent use of mental disorder screening based on a medicalizing conception. Finally, we propose that developing promotion and prevention in mental health is a great and necessary challenge, but it must take into consideration the warnings arising from what is known as quaternary prevention.
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needs have huge gaps between the estimated needs for care and support for people with mental health problems and disorders, and the services available (Saraceno, 2014).

A second factor that is affecting the greater efforts in the research and development of preventive and promotional policies and programs in mental health is that it is currently possible to counteract the historical skepticism regarding the effectiveness of actions in this area with empirical findings (Arango et al., 2018). For a decade or so, the reviews indicate the availability of a wide range of empirically proven programs to implement the prevention of mental disorders (Jeste & Bell, 2011; Saxena, Jane-Ullois, & Hosman, 2006), all of which has done nothing but increase (Greenberg & Riggs, 2015). Even the elusive concepts of well-being and positive mental health have been operationalized, in some way, allowing the accumulation of evidence of effective promotional strategies (Anderson & Ullan-Jopis, 2011; Patel, Flirzer, Nakapota, & Malhotra, 2008).

However, an overly optimistic perspective on the challenges still facing the field of mental health promotion and prevention would be risky. The valuable and legitimate desire to achieve greater efforts and resources in this area should not dispense with the need for critical reflection. To contribute to this reflection, this article analyzes achievements, challenges, and risks in the area, focusing on how certain conceptualizations cannot only limit its future development but also contribute to the fact that, paradoxically, the expansion of promotion and prevention in mental health promotes a greater medicalization of society, in the negative sense of the term.

Prior to this reflection, clarification of the concept and terminology is important. In this article, the terms mental health problem and disorder are used according to the usual conventions. The concept of mental health problem is imprecise and less “technical”, but it has the merit of not substantiating the phenomenon that it describes, and it makes clearer the importance of qualifying what is being talked about, stimulating contextualized analyses. The opposite occurs with the concept of mental disorder, which generates the illusion of alluding to specific and well-defined phenomena. The concept of mental disorder is difficult to separate from a biomedical conception (López & Costa, 2012). From the perspective of the authors of this article, breaking with the biomedical conception is one of the most relevant challenges in mental health in general, and specifically, in the area of promotion and prevention in the area. For the same reason, in the article, although the term mental disorder is used occasionally, we are conscious that it is a very debatable concept and, perhaps, on the way to obsolescence. In fact, the critique of this concept is one of the foci of the analysis presented.

RESEARCH IN MENTAL HEALTH PROMOTION AND PREVENTION

The development of the field of mental health promotion and prevention depends closely on the quality of the studies that support it. Most of the research has been aimed at evaluating the efficacy of the programs. Many of these efficacy investigations have been carried out with relatively high methodological standards (for example, randomized clinical trials), although they often have limitations such as short follow-up periods and the use of outcome measures that are highly dependent on the subjectivity of the participants. Another limitation is that there are few replications of efficacy studies by teams that are independent of the authors of these programs (Greenberg & Riggs, 2015). In general, it has been possible to obtain evidence proving that, in various areas of mental health, well-designed programs can have some degree of efficacy: prevention of depression, anxiety, eating disorders, substance abuse, aggression and behavior problems and disorders, child abuse, and suicide; promotion of child development; and promotion of quality of life in older adults (Barry, 2015; Patel et al., 2008; NCR/InM, 2009). Although the effect sizes of the best-established programs are medium or low, their consequences could be relevant at the population level (Ahern, Jones, Bakshees, & Galea, 2008). The strongest evidence is related to preventive programs of behavioral disorders in childhood (Scott, 2018).

In recent years, research has shifted from efficacy studies to studies of effectiveness or dissemination (Marchand, Stone, Rode, & Becker, 2011). It is not clear that programs with positive indicators of efficacy maintain them when they are executed in “natural conditions” —studies of “effectiveness”— or when disseminated widely (Spath et al., 2013). Valuations of the cost-effectiveness of various programs are also being carried out, with encouraging results, which suggest that some actions—for example, preventive programs in childhood—have relatively fast economic returns and others have long-term but equally positive returns (Knapp, McDaid, & Parsonage, 2011).

Despite the criticisms that exist regarding the way of conceptualizing and measuring mental disorders, today it is still considered that a limitation of many prevention studies in mental health is that they do not show that programs are effective in reducing the incidence of the disorders themselves but instead show alternative measures (for example, reduction of symptomatology or risk factors). Demonstrating efficacy or effectiveness at the level of the incidence of a mental disorder involves the use of very large samples and the use of very long follow-up periods (Cuypers, 2003). However, it is debatable to what extent this is an effectively relevant limitation of the investigations because it assumes that the diagnostic criteria for mental disorders are valid, an issue that is increasingly debated (Wakefield, 2016). On the other hand, it has been shown that it is a mistake to think that the programs will have specific effects on each disorder, given that the same determinants can give rise to different consequences and disorders; also, a particular mental health problem or disorder can have different causes (equipotentiality and multifinality, respectively) (Toth, Petrenko, Gravener-Davis, & Handle, 2016). Consequently, programs are likely to have broader effects than just reducing the incidence of a particular type of disorder (Arango et al., 2018; Cuypers, 2011).
LEVELS OF ACTION IN MENTAL HEALTH PROMOTION AND PREVENTION

Overcoming the skepticism regarding the possibilities of promoting and preventing mental health through specific programs has been a great achievement. Today there is the reverse risk: that the complexity and multidimensionality of the factors that are involved in the well-being and mental health of individuals and societies are ignored and the potential of limited programs is overstated. While all the documentation on the subject always starts with recognizing the multiplicity of factors, on different levels, that affect the well-being and mental health of people and societies, emphasizing the importance of considering macro-structural factors such as economic, social, and cultural ones (Petersen et al., 2014), the truth is that most of the programs seek to act, above all, at a microsocial and individual level. Taken in rigor, the concepts of prevention and, particularly of the promotion of well-being and mental health are revolutionary, since they involve questioning the complete models of society and culture, inequitable and excluding social structures, the ways of organizing life in large cities, or the dominant social values centered on production and consumption, for example. There is a risk that the social determinants of well-being and mental health are considered only at a rhetorical level and that it is understood that, in practice, promoting mental health and well-being is only a task of public awareness (for example, media campaigns), or of mere encouragement to the development of capacities and competences at micro and individual levels through specific programs (for example, individual resilience development programs). All this may imply the related risk of overloading the health sector, which is the sector most involved in the subject, with expectations and roles that surpass it (Saraceno, 2014), as well as the risk of repeating to some degree, the experience of promoting healthy lifestyles in the field of “physical” health, a model whose limitations have already been recognized (Cockerham, 2005).

PROMOTION AND PREVENTION OF MENTAL HEALTH AND MEDICALIZATION

The intense medicalization of contemporary societies has generated concern due to its negative and iatrogenic effects (Conrad, 2007). In this context, the concept of quaternary prevention emerged, understood as actions aimed at avoiding or mitigating the negative consequences of the excessive activity of the health system (Jamoullé, 2009). In the field of mental health, quaternary prevention has as its main object psychologization, psychopathologization, and social psychiatrization, the abuse of the psychopathological diagnosis, and the excessive use of psychopharmacology, but also of psychotherapy (Ortíz & Ibáñez, 2011). Until now, interest in the risks and possible iatrogenic effects of mental health promotion and prevention has been limited, except in specific situations such as the negative effects of “debriefing” in relation to the development of post-traumatic stress disorder (McNally, Bryant, & Ehlers, 2003), certain psychoeducational programs in relation to psychoactive substances (Werch & Owen, 2002), or concern about the risks of early psychosis prevention strategies through the identification and treatment of so-called high-risk mental states (Fonseca-Pedrero & Inchausti, 2018). It has rarely been seen that mental health promotion and prevention can, depending on how they are focused and conceived, contribute severely to a culture of fear of mental problems and disorders, of dissatisfaction with the non-achievement of pre-set standards, stigmatization of all those that are identified as persons or groups at risk, and to increase the dependence of people, groups, and institutions on professional networks. For years now it has been pointed out that the proliferation of diagnostic categories in mental health is contributing to generating a “culture of deficit” (Gergen, 1996) and an increasing “sickness” of all people (Frances & Paredes, 2014). Prevention and promotion in mental health can also contribute to this phenomenon. It is perhaps in relation to the use of screening to identify people and groups at risk where these iatrogenic effects may be potentially more visible. In this regard, it should be considered that the installation of screening and early detection procedures can be extended to a variety of areas, and, in fact, this is suggested in the proposals of the teams working on the subject. A recent review that includes the various screening and detection options that can be implemented now or that are already being implemented shows what could become a climate of continuous surveillance: screening for family history of mental disorders; screening for genetic variants associated with an increased risk of neurocognitive and psychiatric phenotypes; postnatal depression screening; screening and monitoring of development trajectories; detection of delay or alterations in developmental milestones; detection of chronic irritability, hyperactivity and cognitive decline; detection of altered social behavior, insufficient school results, psychotic experiences; detection of cerebral or blood biomarkers (Arango et al., 2018). The iatrogenic effects that a climate of hypervigilance can generate derived from massive and indiscriminate use of screenings and early detection procedures can be accentuated by other factors. On the one hand, the current tools available in mental health screening and early detection procedures generate a high frequency of false positives and it is not foreseen that there will be others that may involve substantive changes in this regard in the short term (Horwitz & Wakefield, 2009). On the other hand, and more substantively, screening to identify the risk of disorder means that there is clarity about what a mental disorder is and the implications it has to satisfy the diagnostic criteria of a disorder. However, this clarity does not exist.

PROMOTION AND PREVENTION IN MENTAL HEALTH AND THE BIOMEDICAL MODEL

Traditionally, it has been thought that the actions of promotion and prevention arise from overcoming the biomedical model of health, but this is not completely accurate. Although promotion tends to break conceptually more clearly with the biomedical paradigm than prevention, it can also be included,
depending on how it is conceived and implemented, within a medicalizing logic. This can happen if promotion is understood as the search for the maximization of health, well-being, and the extension of life, without the considerations that nuance and contextualize these aims (Pérez, 1999). On the other hand, preventing the incidence of mental disorders is usually considered the main focus of prevention in mental health, making prevention dependent on this construct that belongs to the biomedical paradigm. Although it could be argued that even if the concept of mental disorder can be sustained from a non-biomedical paradigm, its habitual understanding is still based on this paradigm. From this perspective, mental disorders are understood as discrete and delimited categories of “abnormal” or “dysfunctional” patterns of psychological suffering or maladaptation. These entities, in practice, become analogue to physical illnesses in the field of mental health. Given the impossibility, to date, of distinguishing these entities according to substantive criteria, descriptive diagnostic criteria have been developed for each disorder, but it is assumed that each one has a determined biological or psychological dysfunction at the base. The centrality of this conception of mental disorders for the dominant biomedical paradigm is what explains the enormous effort that has been made to generate “official” lists of mental disorders and the continuous renewal of diagnostic criteria (Bentall, 2009). This attempt to conceptualize mental disorders has been debated for a long time and is currently in open crisis (Poland & Tekin, 2017). The reliability, and, more importantly, the validity of the existing diagnostic systems and different categories of disorders is in doubt. So far, the field of prevention in mental health has given little account of this crisis. It is not clear what is involved or what it means to satisfy the diagnostic criteria of a particular disorder. There is some evidence that the diagnostic criteria do not differentiate between normal responses of malaise and maladaptation, and responses that it makes some sense to call psychopathological, which generates overdiagnosis and extends the psychopathologization of people. The criteria do not allow the differentiation between people who require mental health treatment and those who do not need it, nor do they contribute to the prognosis regarding the difficulties that people present (Bentall, 2009; Wakefield, 2016).

Preventing mental disorders, meaning reducing the incidence of disorders according to current diagnostic criteria or intervening is, therefore, a poorly defined objective. What is most serious is that, given the ubiquity of the mental disorders identified based on the current diagnostic criteria, trying to prevent them, particularly through screening programs and early detection, will only increase the number of people who will be informed that they are at risk and, instead of reducing the treatment needs, will cause more people to be referred to specialized treatment without necessarily needing it. And, equally or even more serious, what happens to people will be understood through the lens of the disorder, which by definition involves and invites us to identify dysfunctions in the psyche itself (or bi- ology), reducing the chances of understanding in a contextualized way the problems that may be affecting them. Diagnostic labels have known effects of labeling and stigmatization (and self-labeling and self-stigmatization) that can be extended, by way of screening people and groups identified as “at risk” of certain mental health “disorders”. In this context, particularly worrisome is the misuse that can be made of possible genetics-based indicators that indicate the presence of a predisposition to experience particular disorders, increasing biologicism in understanding the mental health difficulties experienced by people (Demkow & Wolanczyk, 2017).

CONCLUSIONS

The development of prevention and promotion is a key area in promoting “global mental health” (Bährer-Kohler & Carod-Artal, 2017). The advances in the field in recent decades show its enormous potential. However, there are significant challenges and risks that must be addressed carefully. On the one hand, research in the field must transcend the emphasis on the study of the efficacy of programs implemented in highly controlled situations to the study of programs in natural environments, and must, progressively, contribute to the development of policies and programs that articulate in a real way the factors of macro, meso and micro levels that affect the well-being and mental health of societies and people. This requires a broad and ecological paradigm that is central to the future development of mental health promotion and prevention (WHO, 2004, 2005).

Consequently, overcoming the biomedical model, which also tends to dominate in the field of mental health promotion and prevention, is a central challenge. As proposed by Saraceno (2014), not every effort to reduce the gap between mental health needs and resources is beneficial; if it is not accompanied by a change of paradigm that separates mental health from biomedical conceptions, the reduction of the gap will consist in more people going to receive incomplete and/or inadequate treatments, particularly pharmacological ones, with dubious positive impacts, except for the profits of pharmaceutical companies. Although the risks of medicalization in the restricted sense of increased drug use are smaller in the field of promotion and prevention than in treatment, they are still present, and above all, there is the risk that the most diverse problems, and human diversity, will be interpreted based on the logic of the search for present or potential existing disorders that are “in the individual”.

In summary, it is essential to give continuity to the efforts aimed at increasing the promotion of mental health and wellbeing, and the prevention of mental problems and disorders, but it is necessary for this to be accompanied by a review of how and where the valuable developments that have occurred in this field can continue.
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